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Our “Gatekeeper” line of replacement 
parts, accessories and maintenance 
products ensures your timing is spot-
on—every time, in every way.

The gate system of choice for the 
perfectionist Four-cross promoter 
looking for reliable, portable gear that 
can handle any terrain.

The standard for the Olympic Games, 
UCI Supercross, and the UCI World 
Championships, this is the gate that’s 
used when it’s all on the line. 

Our exclusive design, which 
eliminates pinch injuries resulting 
from feet or fingers being where they 
shouldn’t be when the gate drops.

The newest in our family of 
products, Crescent brings the heft 
of a full-metal gate, while providing 
pinch-free operation. 

On the Cover: Felicia Stancil and Tyler Whitfield gate-up 
for a session on the Pro Gate Junior at our secret airplane 
hangar testing facility near the Rockford Airport.

About Pro Gate
Pro Gate is BMX-meets-real-deal-engineering. All 
our products start with rider, track-operator and 
race-promoter input. Next, professional engineers 
who create machines for major manufacturing 
companies get to work designing and building. 

Then it’s back to the track, where prototypes are 
tested, and the fine-tuning that brings together 
those two very-different worlds takes place.  

The end result is a family of products that BMXers 
around the world can count on, year in and year 
out.  A product line that meets, or exceeds, global 
standards for safety, operability and durability.

Those who appreciate great product design know 
the level of innovation and care by which Pro Gate 
products make their way to market.  Those who 
ride know, “it just works...every time.”

About Pro Gate Junior

If you’re serious about results on the track, there’s 
no doubt you’re making a sizable investment 
in training, travel and all the other details that 
separate podium-toppers from motofill.  We built 
Pro Gate Junior to give you all the components of 
a real-world gate rig, at an investment that can fit 
most any budget.



Order Direct: +1-815-226-1241 • progate.net

Pro Gate Junior
Personal Starting System

For years our single-rider “Safety Gate” has 

been used to train world-class athletes. If you’ve 

seen one you know, it is a serious piece of 

hardware, built from the most durable materials 

available.  That “industrial strength” is required 

for the UCI Worlds, but not for a driveway rig.

So, we set out to develop a “prosumer-grade” 

system that met our high standards, but was 

more affordable, and easier to use.  The result 

of that development is Pro Gate Junior.  Now, 

you’re never more than a five-minute setup away 

from rippin’ gates at home. 

Pro Gate Junior includes an integrated ramp/

gate/ram, innovative “one-touch” controls, lights, 

speaker and supporting hoses and hardware to 

make your home rig as serious as the one on the 

starting hill, but super-easy to set up every day.
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Pro Gate Junior Includes: 
Integrated ramp/gate/ram

One-touch control box

Light tree

Speaker

Air/cylinder treatment system (FRL)

All cables and hardware 

Component storage box
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Join two rigs together for 
head-to-head sessions.

One-Button Control Box


